Secret Graces

In this second book of Kathryn Magendies
much-praised series about the journey of a
woman dealing with the ghosts of a
dysfunctional family, Virginia Kate Carey
seeks the loving commitment that eluded
her in TENDER GRACES.
Vee is
idealistic and naive despite the witness she
has served to the fractured heritage of her
parents and grandmothers dreams. Vee
continues her journey toward wisdom,
building small bridges over the chasms of
hurt and longing. The inspiration of hope
lingers in her. TENDER GRACES and
now, SECRET GRACES, explores three
womens
lives:
Daughter,
Mother,
Grandmother, and passes through the
fulcrum of Virginia Kates emerging life as
a lover and mother and storyteller,
chronicling the heart ache and hope of her
family and herself.
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